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Remember to continue following campus guidelines and
performing self-checks. Nearly all information on new campus
policies and changes can be found in the Rose Ready document.

As of Saturday, March 20th, 2021...

(Data from Rose-Hulman COVID-19 Dashboard )

New Positive Cases from Past 7 Days

Most up-to-date version here —

Rose Ready Guide ,Version 18.0 (March 9, 2021)

[ 2,015 Tests ]

COVID-19 and Campus: Quick Updates

0 Students
1 Employees
0 Contractor/Affiliate

Additional information can be found on Rose-Hulman websites.

Surveillance in Total…

Total Tests Performed
Since May 2020 — 47,537
Total Positive Cases
Since May 2020 — 189

Violence in Myanmar
Military Coup Faces Mass Protests
Colin Beach

also been arrested and charged with

the country, and police have often used live

officially becoming president, she has

News Editor

corruption. One of those officials has since

ammunition to control protests.

maintained the general status of leader of

died from torture.

Myanmar’s ambassador to the United

Myanmar. Suu Kyi has faced her own

Nations asked the global community for

criticism for persecution of Muslims in the

protesting the coup and asking for a return

help against the coup (being removed by

country, but the current crisis at hand has

to democracy, are seeing excessive force

the junta soon after), but only heavy

changed focus.

used against them as well. Retaliation by

sanctions and condemnations of the

the junta has led to the deaths of over 200

violence have been made. Other countries

violence and death from the new junta,

protestors and thousands more arrested.

have yet to intervene in the critical

mass protests in Myanmar continue.

Martial law has been imposed on much of

situation.

Economic shutdown has followed

The country of Myanmar (also
known as Burma) continues to face an
extensive crisis after a sudden but
destructive military coup. Following
extreme anger at recent elections – calling
them illegitimate and the elected leaders
fraudulent – the Tatmadaw military of
Myanmar began a violent takeover of the

Citizens of Myanmar, now

Myanmar has struggled with

country. On February 1st, they swarmed
the country’s largest cities and instated a

ruling “junta” military government. Nobel
Peace Prize winner Aung San Suu Kyi, the
leader of the majority National League for
Democracy party, was taken into custody
without release. President Win Myint and
other government officials in the party have
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Fast COVID Vaccine Rollout
state populations are more hesitant to receive

Matthew Supp
Editor-in-Chief

vaccines than others. The Southwest region of

As we pass the one year anniversary
of the United States beginning lockdowns,
COVID-19 vaccinations are quickly rolling out
to the country. In line with public health
experts, those at higher risks have gotten their
doses first. This comes on the back of four
vaccines being approved by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), with Johnson &
Johnson’s single does vaccine being the most
recent. As promised, President Biden has seen
100 million doses administered across the
country in his first 100 days, already reaching
the mark on his 59th day in office. To date,

around 157 million doses have been
administered in the U.S alone. Dr. Anthony

refuge in nearby India, while others are also

after a similar military takeover back in

angry at China and their influence on the

1988. The previous junta slowly lost control

country. Altogether, the protests have

over time following continued push back

become part of intense global movements

from citizens led by Suu Kyi, but they

for proper democracy like those seen in

remained with high power until the first

Hong Kong, Belarus, and Russia. But with

democratic elections in 2015. Though their

a military coup to fight against, the future

Constitution prevents Suu Kyi from

of Myanmar is still uncertain.

You decide what’s
newsworthy.
Tuesdays at 5:15pm, online

Stimulus Packages On The Way
Glody Mutebwa
Opinions Editor
Last December, Congress approved

programs’ support would have ended in
March but has now been extended through
September.

lowest overall percentage of fully vaccinated

$600 payments as a stimulus package for

citizens. This statistic is opposed to the central

Americans. This amount, deemed insufficient,

$25 billion in rental assistance for low and

part of the country with around 15% of the

prompted the newly elected administration to

moderate income households who have lost

population fully vaccinated (Indiana hovers

prepare for a supplement to the initial

their jobs due to the pandemic. The federal

around that average, with about 14% of its

package. The American Rescue Act of 2021

eviction moratorium, which was set to expire

population fully vaccinated). The U.S. as a

passed on March 11th, adding an additional

at the end of January, has been extended to the

whole is on a good pace for vaccinations; the

$1400 in the hope it can revive the economy at

end of September. The plan also extends the

most recent data from the CDC shows the

a faster rate. After almost a year of economic

15% increase in food stamps, an improvement

7-day average at 1.66 million newly vaccinated

devastation caused by COVID-19, the Act

on the Child Tax Credit, an expansion of

people. If this trend continues, the U.S. will see

provides a comprehensive bill that targets key

ObamaCare subsidies, as well as a return of

around half the population at least partially

economic points, including many policies and

the emergency paid leave which expired in

vaccinated in May and most, if not all, the

regulations along with the stimulus

December. Along with the Paycheck

population at least partially vaccinated

checks.

Protection Program, the plan provides $15

by mid-summer.

that herd immunity is the main
goal of the vaccine
mobilization. Dr. Fauci notes that

One of the first and most important

of the US population would need
to be vaccinated to reach an
acceptable level for said herd
immunity.
Although the vaccines
Image Courtesy of NY Times

The bill also contains an additional

billion to create a new program for small

parts of the bill include the payments of $1400

businesses owners. Lastly, the Act includes

per person (to eligible recipients). Contrary to

$20 billion for vaccination programs

previous rounds, this money can go to adult

nationwide. One major hope — $15

dependents who were left out from other

minimum wage —did not pass on the bill.

packages. Also, households with mixed

anywhere from 75% to over 85%

there is some evidence that certain

national strikes. Some people are seeking

keeping a stable government, especially

the country remains the region with the

Fauci has stated multiple times

are being distributed to all states,

Despite the continued threats of

The IRS has until December 2021 to

immigration status would now be able to

deliver all checks. For direct deposit, recipients

receive checks. The bill has also increased

will most likely receive their money before

unemployment aid from $300 to $400. The bill

anyone else, as some first deposits were

extends assistance to the Pandemic

already made last week. Paper checks were

Emergency Unemployment Compensation

sent out via USPS starting the 15th. Economic

and the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance

Impact (EIP) cards, may take more than

programs that help independent contractors

weeks. There are still worries, but citizens are

and self-employed individuals. These

hopeful in receiving additional help.
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Fungi are Scary
Aidan Moulder
Flipside Editor
Have you ever gone in
your backyard and found
mushrooms and just, like,
looked at them? Seriously,
they’re just so weird:
something that is neither
plant nor animal, but still
living and growing in weird
shapes and sizes? And
there’s a really crazy rabbit
hole you can find yourself
careening down if you start
making hyperbolic fungus
Google searches.
There’s a place in
Oregon, Malheur National
Forest, which is home to
not only the world’s largest
fungus, but the world’s
largest and oldest organism
by area: Armillaria ostoyae,
known commonly as a
honey mushroom. The
colony there is estimated
to cover about nine square
kilometers and to be around
8,000 years old. There’s
another “humongous
fungus” in Michigan that’s

much smaller, but still
really frightening. I mean,
imagine going to one of
those locations and walking
around and thinking to
yourself “there’s a
humungous fungus among

perspective because nobody
has even seen the
underground portions of
these colonies, so who
knows who much weird
fungal biomass is actually
lying in wait to take over

Photo by Andrew Ridley

us” but then you start
thinking instead that the
fungus has you surrounded
and there’s no way out…
okay, yeah, it’s not that
bad, but it’s weird because
it’s really hard to put into

the planet, underneath
those forests.
Another one of the
most terrifying fungus I can
think of is probably worse
than the giant underground
one. There are certain

fungus species that are
entomopathogenic: if you
know your etymology, you
can probably figure this one
out, but basically these
fungi kill arthropods. There
is a particular one
responsible for “zombie
spiders.” I shivered just
writing that.
I mean, come on, why
did we have to combine two
of the scariest things in the
known universe? Anyway,
this species of fungus
releases spores that attach
to some spiders and slowly
kill the host. The spiders
live for a while as their
living tissue is absorbed,
and then the fungus moves
on to other hosts. It’s a
terrible fate.
So, after reading all
about these terrifying
happenings, I hope you’ve
come to the realization that
mushrooms are not to be
trusted and should be
watched closely from a
distance.

Why Geo-block ?
Glody Mutebwa
Opinions Editor
The Internet is
ubiquitous nowadays. The
pervasiveness of the
network in our life is
astonishing. The use of the
Internet differs fairly
significantly from one
person to the other
depending on interests,
work or status. Despite the
difference in use, we
generally assume that the
internet is an open space
when we are free to explore
every part of it and we
would be tremendously
wrong.

manage their content and
sometimes avoid specific
regional tax laws. When
using the Internet, your
device possesses an IP
address which is allocated
by an ISP (Internet Service
Provider). Every time a
device tries to connect to a
website, the request to the
server of the specific
website contains the IP
address of the device so
that the server knows
where to send back the
information requested and
depending on your IP
address, a server can
identify your location and
deny the request if needed.

The digital world has
different types of limits but
my interest is specific to
geo-blocking. Around the
world, some part of the
Internet is restricted in
specific regions for one
reason or the other. The
most common forms of
geographic restrictions are
found with streaming
services and broadcasting
corporations. Some
contents may be made
available in some regions
only.
Companies with a lot
of intellectual property
online use geo-blocking to

Photo by Thomas Jensen

Geo-blocking,
however, is not a method
always accepted. While the
original intent of broad
geo-blocking was to instill
copyright infringement,
geo-blocking has allowed
segmentation of the
Internet into several
markets, which gives
companies the ability to
charge completely different
prices depending on the
region. This type of practice
constitutes price
discrimination. As it is,
geo-blocking also forces the
customer to pay several
times for a product if the
consumer is moving around.

In this case, the consumer
is being abused by their
providers. The practice of
geo-blocking also raises
concerns regarding privacy
because our locations are
being monitored indirectly.

Overall, geo-blocking
is a useful practice for
companies world wide, but
it is not fool-proof. Many
people often find ways to
circumvent it and better
regulations should be put in
place to allow a uniform
access to Internet in order
to fulfill the dream of an
open world promise by the
Web.
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The Snyder Cut
Aidan Moulder
Flipside Editor
Zack Snyder has a habit of
making a movie, and then making
it again, but at least twice as long.
His 2009 alternate reality flick
Watchmen got his characteristic
Director’s Cut treatment, and to
great effect: it made the film more
confusing to those unfamiliar with
DC’s neo-noir version of the
universe, and even more amazing
for people like my brother who
have probably read every
Watchmen comic book and quote
Rorschach every time the film is
brought up. This time around,
Snyder made his own version of
Joss Whedon’s Justice League.
Originally released in 2017, DC’s
Extended Universe equivalent to
Marvel’s The Avengers fell flat at
the box office. From the
perspective of a typical moviegoer,
the film was confusing and
tripped over its own melodrama.
DC’s universes have always been
more raw and realistic than any of
Marvel’s, but Justice League
managed to make even die-hard
fans a bit angry, I suspect.
The Snyder Cut is a step in
the right direction not just for Justice League on its own, but for the
DCEU as well. Snyder’s take,
which is composed of largely new
footage, gives each member of the
cast more meaningful exposition
and fixes one of the biggest
problems with the film: a
memorable, meaningful villain.
The Marvel Cinematic Universe
built up to Thanos over a long
period of time, and foreshadowed
his eventual arrival numerous

times. Even the one-movie villains
in the series, like Ultron, were
well-designed with great voices
behind them, but Justice League’s
baddie Steppenwolf is just not
that interesting. He fits the badass
warrior aesthetic just as well as
Thanos, but he lacks the
seemingly altruistic motivation of
the Mad Titan, and he is instead a
puppet for a much more sinister
villain: Darkseid. In essence,
Snyder didn’t waste his time
trying to make a hopeless,
funky-looking alien into anything
special, and instead justified his
worthlessness as a conqueror so
that a more worthy foe could take
his place.
Both directors should look
at some of DC’s past successful
films for easy ways to fix Justice
League’s problems. Films like
Joker and the Dark Knight trilogy
are great comic book films, but not
because they follow a specific
comic book story arc or act as
2-hour fan service spectacles. No,
they are in fact great comic book
films because they are great films,
period. The Dark Knight in
particular has one of the single
greatest performances of all time
with Heath Ledger’s take on the
Clown Prince of Crime, and his
broody billionaire foil, played by
renowned method actor Christian
Bale, gives viewers a great look
into the psychology of Batman’s
unusual relationship with the
Joker, which is a big deal in the
comic books and other Batman
media, but the film does so
without being too comic book-y.
Justice League was hesitant to
stray too far from the source
material in a lot of places, which

hurt it on the global stage because
the film retained the bleak tone of
the DC universe and had a lot of
cringeworthy comic book tropes,
like the Mother Boxes and the
Anti-Life Equation. They don’t
really roll off the tongue and
they’re either too obvious
(Anti-Life) and get overused in
dialogue or too vague
(Mother Box) and require wasting
dialogue to explain them. In short,
even with Snyder’s edits and
additions, it’s not a laugh-out-loud
action-comedy like much of the
Avengers series is, and it is
painfully obvious throughout the
theatrical cut as well as the new 4
hour version.

Image courtesy of IMDB

Additionally, I’m sorry, but Ben
Affleck is not a good Batman. The
costume design is terrible, too.
Bale’s rendition had a much better
looking cowl and he looked good
in the suit. Affleck looks awkward
and uncomfortable, and I just
despise the short ears (if that’s
what they’re called), fat bat
symbol, and giant D-shaped
cut-out for his face. And don’t get

me started on the Batmobile.
Bale’s version, the Tumbler, is
somehow simpler-looking yet
more interesting than the
overdesigned one that Batfleck
drives. Apart from Batman, I don’t
mind the rest of the cast. Cyborg
is a bit edgy, but Superman,
Aquaman, The Flash, and Wonder
Woman are well-cast and
well-played, all things considered.
The strongest point of the
Snyder Cut is probably the additions that bring it closer to the
rest of the DC universe as a whole
and open things up for future films
(spoiler ahead!). The actual appearance of Darkseid (as opposed
to just a name drop) and the revelation of his motives gave me a little hope for DC’s cinematic future,
but it seems that Snyder won’t be
dipping his toes back into the
murky waters of the DC Universe
any time soon. It’s unfortunate
since he managed to make Joss
Whedon’s fatal train wreck into
something at least palatable.
However, it seems like it might
take someone much more
powerful than either man to get
Justice League out of its own way.
In short, Justice League
retained most of its problems, and
the fresh coat of paint and
addition of a sunroom isn’t enough
to cover up its old problems. It’s
still worth a watch for some of the
new content, I suppose, but
overall you’re probably going to be
more interested in watching The
Falcon and The Winter Soldier
(which premiered this past
weekend like Justice League),
WandaVision (which wrapped up
a few weeks ago), or pretty much
any other production by Marvel.

Wanda had a Vision, just a slow one
Matthew Supp
Editor-in-Chief
With the launch of
Disney’s newest venture, the
streaming service aptly named
Disney+, came the promise of new
projects from the world’s favorite
superhero company, Marvel
Studios. There was a whole slate
of new projects that were
announced alongside the arrival of
Disney+ and Phase Four of the
MCU. Such projects include new
movies from well known
franchises like Guardians of the
Galaxy, AntMan, and Thor, among
others. This also includes new TV
shows, The Falcon and the Winter
Soldier, Loki, and the already
complete WandaVision, to name
a few.
Some of the new shows,
specifically WandaVision and The
Falcon and the Winter Soldier, are
mini-series, meaning only a single
season. These shows are supposed
to give viewers a glimpse into the
Marvel Universe post-blip, and
possibly set up the movies
planned for the future. For example, Elizabeth Olson, is already
confirmed to reprise her role as
Wanda Maximoff in the upcoming
Dr. Strange and the Multiverse of
Madness. Should be a doozy.
WandaVision follows right
after the events of Avengers:
Endgame, and shows Wanda
Maximoff, or Scarlett Witch, and
her struggle to cope with the loss

of her beloved android, Vision. In
true Marvel style, this show tries
to combine humor, action, and
drama into a mixture that any
audience can digest. While it
begins slow, this show does a

Image courtesy of Digital Spy

decent job in hitting this goal.
It is difficult to pin down a
main setting, however. The show
takes place in Westview, New
Jersey, yet the time period often
switches between episodes.
Basing each of the first 6 episodes
on 6 of the most well known
comedy shows in TV, the style
goes from a black-and-white laugh
track show to a full color Office
style show. With the intros
specifically, the show paid
homage to classic American
sitcoms like the Dick Van Dyke
Show, The Brady Bunch, Full House,
Malcolm in the Middle, and others.
With respect to that topic,
WandaVision did particularly well.

In regards to the plot, it
has its moments. The show takes a
few episodes to really begin to
pick up pace. This is overcome
well, though, through clever easter
eggs that hard-core Marvel comic
fans will pick up on in every
episode. Things as subtle as a dish
on the table or as obvious as a
commercial parody keep the
viewers guessing as the plot
slowly creeps into play. With
multiple references to multiple
separate agencies and
organizations within the Marvel
Universe, it is clear that Wanda is
not in as peaceful of a town as she
believes.
The show takes place
within Westview, however there
are glimpses and scenes that take
place in the ‘outside’ world that do
a great job explaining the current
situation not only with Wanda,
but with the world post-blip. As
the episodes carry on, different
groups gain interest in the
happenings of Wanda. One of the
more specific concerns that arises
throughout multiple characters is
not only how Vision is alive, but
also how the entire town of
Westview changes eras every
week.
One of the drawbacks from
the shows success is how long it
took to get going. Yes, there needs
to be an exposition and rising
action, however this show felt as
if it was a sitcom for the first three
episodes, with no real overarching
plot. There are flashes here and
there to give the viewers a hint of
what could be, however the

pacing, just, feels, off. As opposed
to most Marvel films and media,
the big baddy wasn't properly
built up and felt very haphazardly
placed into the shows plot. It was
sad to see. The villain came from
what felt like left field. Although
they do a good job retconning her
into the show, it was almost to
sudden of a shift. The show was
progressing at a nice slow pace,
then BAM, a villain arc out of nowhere.
The last few episodes did
an okay job showcasing Wanda’s
powers and the origins of her
abilities. The action sequences
were done well and the costuming
was at least somewhat comic . The
last episodes sees the main
characters, Wanda and her family,
all fighting together. It is
refreshing to see children in that
role, so that was a nice showing.
However the good feelings don’t
last forever, as the show ends as it
begins, with Wanda struggling
with loss. As with most Marvel
projects, mid-credit and
post-credit scenes exist here as
well, and does well to set up other
movies and plots.
Overall, WandaVision, did a
good job to show a powerful
character at her most venerable,
as well as introducing viewers to
the word post-blip. This was a
good beginning to the next phase
of the MCU, and even if the
pacing was a tad slow, this was a
good showing of what a Marvel
series could be.
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Senior Day for Men’s Basketball
Caleigh Kintner

who scored 12 points with 11 rebounds
and 10 assists. Freshman Dillon
Duff also chipped in 10 points.

Sports Editor

Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology completed a regular-season
sweep over Manchester University by
picking up a 73-69 Senior Day win on
Saturday at Hulbert Arena.
The Saturday afternoon game
featured Rose-Hulman honoring its six
seniors. These seniors have combined
for a cumulative 57-34 record throughout their Fightin' Engineer careers.
These seniors include: Jacob Back, Zach
Callahan, Tim Harris, Taylor Heil, Craig figure scoring. Rose-Hulman was led
by freshman Isaac Farnsworth in scorMcGee, and Trey Wurtz.
ing with a career-high 18 points, includFor the game, the Fightin' Engi- ing 13 in the first half to surpass his preneers had three players end in double- vious high of 8 points. McGee drove

Manchester was led by Cortiz
Buckner. Buckner finished the game
with 27 points on 12-14 from the field.
He shot a perfect 10-10 in the first half.
CJ Hampton added 13 points and four
steals. Other key contributors included Max Chaplin with eight points; Callahan with seven point; Back with six
points; Wurtz with five points;
and Samvit Ram with four points.
the offense to the win by recording a
triple-double, only the third in RoseHulman history.
All three Rose-Hulman tripledoubles have been compiled by McGee,

The Fightin' Engineers improved to 8-2 on the season and will
return to the hardwood at home on Friday, February 19 vs Earlham College.
Tip-off is set for 5 pm.

The Greatest Sports City of the Pandemic
Ben Yoss
Guest Writer
In a year that has been weird
for everyone, it seems only fitting that
a city in Florida is making headlines.
Tampa, Florida, home to Clearwater
Beach and thought by many nonFloridians to be a nice vacation spot, is
finally getting some worthy
recognition. When the coronavirus
pandemic shocked the world and
lockdowns were implemented, the
NHL season was suspended. The MLB
season was delayed. The NFL season
had just finished, but there were
doubts about how the next one would
proceed. The sports world watched
and waited as unprecedented times
settled in. But then, like a phoenix
from the ashes, the Tampa sports
teams caught fire. And boy did that fire
burn bright.
It started with the Lightning.
Tampa’s NHL team had played well
enough in the regular season to earn a
spot in the playoffs and, with the
NHL’s expanded playoff bracket, were
given a first round bye when they
began in early August. The Lightning
made short work of the Columbus Blue
Jackets and Boston Bruins, winning
four of five games in each series. The
New York Islanders fell next, as
Tampa won four of six games to put
them one series win away from the
Stanley Cup. Only the Dallas Stars
stood in their way. But like all the
others, the Stars fell. On September
29th, 361 days after the NHL season
began, the Lightning won their second
Stanley Cup in team history.
It did not end there. Less than

a week later, the Tampa Bay Rays
finished the MLB season with the best
record in their league. The Rays, the
team with the 3rd lowest payroll in all
of baseball, had somehow managed to
find themselves in the best position to
win the World Series in team history.
But while their position might have
been great, their path was far from
easy. The New York Yankees, a team
with more than four times the Rays’
payroll, stood in their way. After five
grueling games, the Rays prevailed.
The Houston Astros, the Rays’ next
opponent, were no easier. After seven
games, the Rays prevailed again. All
that stood in the way of a ring was the
Los Angeles Dodgers. Alas, it was not
meant to be. Six games later, the Rays
lost the World Series to a team whose
starting pitcher earned more money
than the entire Rays starting lineup.
Still, for a small market team to come
so close is an accomplishment in itself.
And to have two teams from the same
city go to the championship in the
same year is incredible. But the madness was far from over.

wild card game. A win over Drew
Brees and the Saints in the second
round. A win over Aaron Rodgers and
the Packers for the conference
championship. And finally, a win over
Patrick Mahomes and the Kansas City
Chiefs, at home, for Brady’s seventh
Super Bowl ring and the second for the
Buccaneers.

Enter the Buccaneers. After
finishing with a losing record in the
2019-2020 season, the Bucs went out
and signed the G.O.A.T himself: Tom
Brady. And, not wanting to be alone,
Brady convinced his good friend Rob
Gronkowski to come out of retirement
and play with him in Tampa. Overall,
the Bucs looked like they were going
to have a decent season with a record
of 7-5 after 12 games. But then, something changed. Remember that fire?
The Bucs started winning. And they
kept winning. Four straight wins to
end the regular season. A win in the

There were tears. There were
tears when the Lighting won it all and
injured captain Steven Stamkos was
able to hoist the Stanley Cup for the
first time. There were tears when the
Rays pulled off an epic win in game
five of the ALDS and game four of the
World Series. There were tears when
the Bucs won their first ever Super
Bowl, at home, in front of 7,500
vaccinated health care workers. But,
the tears did not land where they
should have. The Stanley Cup playoffs
were held in Canada. The MLB
playoffs were held in California. And

even though the Super Bowl was at
home, the coronavirus pandemic
prevented the majority of fans from
attending. Most were only able to
watch alone at home. Some may have
been able to meet with friends, socially
distanced of course. But, the
fact remains that these games,
arguably the biggest games of the year,
had thousands of empty seats. There is
a certain sadness in not being able to
celebrate when your team wins a
championship.
Yet as with all things, we can
only look forward. We can only hope
that next season is different. We can
only hope that the effects of the
pandemic have been lessened and that
things have returned to normal. But
until then, one thing is certain: Tampa
knows how to win. They proved it this
year. Three sports. Three teams. One
city. I just wish the fans could have
been there to witness it.

San Antonio Spurs
Quinn Thomas
Guest Writer

So, I’ve been a basketball fan
for a few years, like 9-ish years. I love
it all: the ferocious slam dunks, the
game-winning contested threes, low
post dominance, it’s great. I’ve been
fortunate to be a fan of one of the most
recently and continuously successful
teams in the NBA, the San Antonio
Spurs. Though I gotta be honest, the
team’s going through a slight bumpy
patch. All three of our all-time greats
that propelled us to 5 championships
are retired, and we just missed the
2020 NBA Playoffs. It was rough seeing my team struggle when it’s not
something they're used to, but I’m also
a Cincinnati Bengals fan (I see you
laughing, I don’t need your pity) and I
know that unlike my Bengals, the
Spurs have a talented front office and
can actually pull off a rebuild. And
that’s what I want to talk about today,
the San Antonio Spurs are pulling off
the sneakiest rebuild in the NBA, and
it’s an absolute joy to watch.

The Spurs are not a standard
rebuilding team, nor are they perennial
lottery contenders like the Knicks and
the Hornets. They managed to commit
highway robbery in the draft, with
steal after steal after steal late in the
first round. Three of their current
starters are 29th overall picks, with
only 30 picks in the first round it’s
actually kind of difficult to find starter
caliber talent deep into the draft, but
the Spurs seem to have some type of
uncanny ability to snag lottery talent
way later than what should be possible. It’s like Gregg Popovich (the
Coach) and Brian Wright (the GM)
have that power from “The Sixth
Sense”, but instead of seeing dead people they see potential All-Stars. They
fleeced the NBA with extremely high

potential guys late in the draft, but
those high ceiling prospects also had
work ethic and most had high floors.
Young players like Dejounte Murray,
Derrick White, and Keldon Johnson
were all drafted 29th overall in their
respective draft classes, and 2 of them
have had All-Defensive votes with
Dejounte making the 2nd All-Defensive
team in his first full season in the
league. Impressive, most impressive,
but they are not All-Stars yet. It feels
now like the kind of draft day heist
Hollywood would showcase in another terrible Ocean’s Eleven sequel. They
also took fliers on players with really
high ceilings but also large bust potential, Luka Samanic, who could be like a
Detlef Schrempf or a Kevin Durant at
his best; and Lonnie Walker IV, who’s
highest ceiling I see as prime Vince
Carter. And then there’s Devin Vassell.
Oh Devin, how good you are. He’s the
Spurs’ rookie this year, and my god is
he good at basketball; he feels eerily
similar to Kawhi, and Kawhi turned
out pretty good talent-wise, I think.
So they have great young guys, but
they also got good veteran players.

DeMar DeRozan is a freak. I’m sorry,
he’s just so good that it is CRIMINAL
he hasn’t made an All-Star appearance
since coming to San Antonio. And
then there is Patty. Patty Mills is an
absolute legend. Every time he is on
the court it feels like he’s going to
spontaneously combust, simply because he torches the nets and the
hardwood with a drive I can only describe as the feeling of the movie
“Speed”. This team has got the youth
movement in full swing, and it’s a treat
to watch the younger players on this
team flying up and down the court,
wreaking havoc on the defensive end,
zip passes, and hit silky smooth jumpers from 16-26 feet out.
This team has been really fun
to watch, and it seems the young guys
are putting it all together, exemplified
when they demolished the Atlanta
Hawks, leading by as many as 42 in
the 3rd quarter. The team isn’t quite to
title contention, but they have shown
where they can end up, and I’m here
for the whole ride, as long as Lamarcus
Aldridge never sees more than 17
minutes of game time again.
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Wacky Quotes
“Violence is not the answer. Violence is the the question, and
the answer is always yes.”
-Heard around Campus
“I wonder if God is a Serbian.”
-Heard Around Campus
“Aidan, has anyone ever told you your opinions don’t matter?”
-A student to the Flipside Editor
“I am judging you very intensely; I might have an aneurysm.”
-Heard Around Campus
“That grape tasted like chicken.”
-Heard Around Campus
“When in Rome, commit arson.”
-Heard Around Campus
“I’m calling artillery on myself, long live the Pope!”
-Heard Around Campus

Ways to Spend Your Stimmy Check
 Buy 2.5 college textbooks
 Celebrate St. Patty’s at Sonka’s pub
 Pay back the taxes you owe the IRS
 Buy a PS5 from scalpers

 Buy an Xbox Series X from scalpers
 54 gallons of glitter glue
 Buy the state of North Dakota
 Bribe your professors
 Get on the good side of the local mafia (see #8)
 Spend it on a Tinder date
 Subscribe to various OnlyFans accounts

 Buy 280 Five-Dollar Footlongs
If you or a loved one has ever experienced a funny
quote or something that sounds weird out of context,
 Splash some bands at Chavas
please let us know by filling out the small intuitive
form here, and we will try our hardest to set that
 Buy a shit ton of silly bandz
quote down the path of righteousness.

Massive Asteroid Destroys France
Dino Sawyer
The world is grieving the loss of millions after the
whole of France was destroyed after an unexpected asteroid entered the Earth’s atmosphere and made a beeline
for the country of France. Authorities reported late Monday night that France, in its entirety, was gone. Eyewitnesses near the former country’s borders claimed to hear
an explosion of biblical proportions, and saw that the Atlantic Ocean had filled the space previously occupied by
France. A man with a house along the southern shore of
the United Kingdom said that the explosion and resulting cloud of dust were “oddly France-shaped” and lamented the loss of his favorite French cheeses.
Only time will tell how long it is until the world starts
to experience the fallout of this catastrophic event. For
more news on the matter, keep reading the Thorn in the
coming weeks as we document the damage done to the
rest of the European Union’s infrastructure as a result of
this event.

 VODKA

Scientists accidentally create a Black
Hole and find new Revelations
In a freak accident at CERN over the weekend, the Large Hadron
Collider appeared to malfunction after an experiment with some
wonky quantum physics that only six people worldwide fully understand. A printer in an office at the complex started running by itself
during the experiment, and printed numerous copies of the image below. The researchers working at the lab at the time of the incident are
absolutely dumbfounded, and are unsure what exactly happened during their testing. Many members of
the team that ran the experiment
believe that they may have accidentally created some sort of new
singularity, citing unusual electrical
phenomenon and high levels of radioactivity. The event is still under
investigation and evidence is still
forthcoming.
*If you are reading this and want to earn a prize, find the hidden meme/s within
this page and email me. FYI, there are many issues with undiscovered hidden
memes*
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